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Abstract

A pressing challenge in current dialogue sys-001
tems is to successfully converse with users on002
topics with information distributed across dif-003
ferent modalities. Previous work in multiturn004
dialogue systems has primarily focused on ei-005
ther text or table information. In more realistic006
scenarios, having a joint understanding of both007
is critical as knowledge is typically distributed008
over both unstructured and structured forms.009
We present a new dialogue dataset, HYBRIDI-010
ALOGUE, which consists of crowdsourced nat-011
ural conversations grounded on both Wikipedia012
text and tables. The conversations are created013
through the decomposition of complex multi-014
hop questions into simple, realistic multiturn015
dialogue interactions. We conduct several base-016
line experiments, including retrieval, system017
state tracking, and dialogue response genera-018
tion. Our results show that there is still ample019
opportunity for improvement, demonstrating020
the importance of building stronger dialogue021
systems that can reason over the complex set-022
ting of information-seeking dialogue grounded023
on tables and text.024

1 Introduction025

When creating dialogue systems, researchers strive026

to enable fluent free-text interactions with users on027

a number of topics. These systems can be utilized028

to navigate users over the vast amount of online029

content to answer the user’s question. Current sys-030

tems may search for information within text pas-031

sages. However, knowledge comes in many forms032

other than text. The ability to understand multi-033

ple knowledge forms is critical in developing more034

general-purpose and realistic conversational mod-035

els. Tables often convey information that cannot036

be efficiently captured via text, such as structured037

relational representations between multiple enti-038

ties across different categories (Chen et al., 2019,039

2020b; Herzig et al., 2020). On the other hand, text040

may contain more detailed information regarding041

a specific entity. Thus, dialogue systems must be 042

able to effectively incorporate and reason across 043

both modalities to yield the best performance in the 044

real world. 045

While there are several existing datasets tar- 046

geted at dialogue systems (Dinan et al., 2018; 047

Budzianowski et al., 2018; Eric et al., 2017; Zhou 048

et al., 2018b), these are limited to either table-only 049

or text-only information sources. As a result, cur- 050

rent dialogue systems may fail to respond correctly 051

in situations that require combined tabular and tex- 052

tual knowledge. 053

To advance the current state of dialogue sys- 054

tems, we create HYBRIDIALOGUE. Our dataset is 055

an information-seeking dialogue dataset grounded 056

on structured and unstructured knowledge from 057

tables and text. HYBRIDIALOGUE, or HYDI, is 058

constructed by decomposing the complex and arti- 059

ficial multihop questions in OTT-QA (Chen et al., 060

2020a) which may not reflect real-life queries. We 061

transform these into a series of simple and more re- 062

alistic intermediate questions regarding tables and 063

text that lead to and eventually answer the multi- 064

hop question. HYBRIDIALOGUE contains conver- 065

sations written by crowdsourced workers in a free- 066

flowing and natural dialogue structure that answer 067

these simpler questions and the complex question 068

as well. We provide an example dialogue from our 069

dataset in Figure 1. We also propose several tasks 070

for HYBRIDIALOGUE that illustrate the usage of 071

an information-seeking dialogue system trained on 072

the dataset. These tasks include retrieval, system 073

state tracking, and dialogue generation. Together, 074

they demonstrate the challenges with respect to 075

dialogue systems and the necessity for a dataset 076

such as HYBRIDIALOGUE to further research in 077

this space. 078

Our contributions are as follows: 079

• We create a novel dialogue dataset consist- 080

ing of 4800+ samples of conversations that 081

require reasoning over both tables and text. 082
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Figure 1: Overview of a sample from HYBRIDIALOGUE, where each conversation is created from a decomposed
multihop question-answer pair. T0,...,T3 represent turns in the dialogue and consist of a single question and answer
pair. The solid arrows represent the reference (e.g., row or intro paragraph) utilized to retrieve the correct answer in
each turn. The dashed arrow represents a paragraph linked from a table cell.

• We decompose the overly-complex multihop083

questions from an existing dataset into more084

realistic intermediate question-answer pairs085

and formulate these in the dialogue setting.086

• We propose system state tracking, dialogue087

generation, and retrieval tasks for our dataset.088

Our baseline experiments demonstrate oppor-089

tunities to improve current state-of-the-art090

models in these various tasks and the over-091

all information-seeking dialogue setting.092

2 Related Work093

Related work in the space of dialogue-based094

question-answering can be split into two ar-095

eas: question-answering systems and information-096

grounded dialogue. We provide a comparison of097

the related datasets in Table 1 and analyze these098

datasets below.099

Question-Answering As question-answering100

(QA) is one of the long-established NLP tasks,101

there are numerous existing datasets related102

to this task. Recently, QA datasets have been103

incorporating new modalities. The Recipe-104

QA (Yagcioglu et al., 2018) dataset is comprised105

of question-answer pairs targeted at both image106

and text. OTT-QA (Chen et al., 2020a) and Hybrid-107

QA (Chen et al., 2020b) both contain complex108

multihop questions with answers appearing in both109

text and tabular formats. Several datasets are also110

Dataset Dialogue Turns Modality

CoQA 8K 127K Text
Natural Questions 0 323K Text
Hybrid-QA 0 7k Table/Text
OTT-QA 0 45K Table/Text
SQA 6.6K 17.5K Table
ShARC 948 32K Text
DoQA 2.4K 10.9K Text
RecipeQA 0 36K Image/Text

KVRET 3K 12.7K Table
MultiWOZ 10.4K 113.6K Table
WoW 22.3K 101K Text
Topical-Chat 10.8K 235.4K Text
CMU_DoG 4.2K 130K Text

HYBRIDIALOGUE 4.8K 22.5K Table/Text

Table 1: Comparison of HYBRIDIALOGUE and other
dialogue and question-answering datasets. For question-
answering datasets, turns refers to question-answer pairs.
For ShARC, dialogues refers to dialogue trees.

targeted at the open-domain question-answering 111

task such as TriviaQA, HotPotQA, and Natural 112

Questions (Joshi et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2018; 113

Kwiatkowski et al., 2019). While single-turn 114

question-answering is valuable, the dialogue 115

setting is more interesting as it proposes many 116

new challenges, such as requiring conversational 117

context, reasoning, and naturalness. 118

Conversational Question-Answering Several 119

question-answering datasets contain question and 120

answer pairs within a conversational structure. 121
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Figure 2: Overview of the dataset collection process,
including the validation steps.

CoQA (Reddy et al., 2019) and DoQA (Campos122

et al., 2020) both contain dialogues grounded with123

knowledge from Wikipedia pages, FAQ pairs, and124

other domains. ShARC (Saeidi et al., 2018) em-125

ploys a decomposition strategy where the task is126

to ask follow-up questions to understand the user’s127

background when answering the original question.128

However, ShARC is limited to rule-based reason-129

ing and ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer types. SQA (Iyyer130

et al., 2017) provides a tabular-type dataset, consist-131

ing of the decomposition of WikiTable questions.132

Each decomposed answer is related to a cell or col-133

umn of cells in a particular table. In these datasets,134

knowledge is limited to a single modality.135

In comparison, our dataset poses a more chal-136

lenging yet realistic setting, where knowledge over137

structured tables and unstructured text is required138

to provide reasonable answers to the conversational139

questions. While the previous datasets contain sam-140

ples written in a conversational structure, the an-141

swers are not necessarily presented in this way;142

they will instead formulate simple and short an-143

swers that do not emulate a human dialogue. Our144

dataset, therefore, extends conversational question-145

answering and falls into the dialogue space. HY-146

BRIDIALOGUE contains natural dialogues with147

strongly related question-answer pair interactions148

whose answers are longer than the exact answer149

string. This models real-world occurrences in150

which a person wants to ask follow-up questions151

after their initial question has been answered.152

Dialogue Generation Among the dialogue153

datasets that leverage structured (tables and knowl-154

edge graphs) knowledge, some (Ghazvininejad155

et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2018a) use conversa-156

tional data from Twitter or Reddit and contain dia-157

logues relying on external knowledge graphs such158

as Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008) or Concept-159

Net (Speer et al., 2017). On the other hand, Open- 160

DialKG (Moon et al., 2019), DuConv (Wu et al., 161

2019), DyKGChat (Tuan et al., 2019), and Kd- 162

Conv (Zhou et al., 2020) collect conversations that 163

are explicitly related to the paired external knowl- 164

edge graphs. Other related work revolves around 165

task-oriented dialogues that are grounded on tables. 166

For example, KVRET (Eric et al., 2017) and Multi- 167

WOZ (Budzianowski et al., 2018; Ramadan et al., 168

2018; Eric et al., 2019; Zang et al., 2020) provide 169

tables that require an assistant to interact with users 170

and complete a task. 171

Dialogue datasets that are grounded on unstruc- 172

tured knowledge include CMU_DoG (Zhou et al., 173

2018b), which is composed of conversations re- 174

garding popular movies and their corresponding 175

simplified Wikipedia articles. On the other hand, 176

Wizard-of-Wikipedia (WoW) (Dinan et al., 2018) 177

and Topical-Chat (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019) 178

simulate the human-human conversations through 179

Wizard-Apprentice, in which the apprentice tries 180

to learn information from the wizard. Our pro- 181

posed task shares a similar idea with Wizard-of- 182

Wikipedia and Topical-Chat in terms of asym- 183

metric information among participants. How- 184

ever, we focus more on information-seeking di- 185

alogues grounded on both structured and unstruc- 186

tured knowledge, which provides abundant and 187

heterogeneous information, and requires joint rea- 188

soning capabilities using both modalities. 189

3 Dataset Creation 190

3.1 Crowdsourcing Instructions 191

Given a multihop question from OTT-QA, crowd- 192

sourced workers (Turkers) from Amazon Mechan- 193

ical Turk (Crowston, 2012) were asked to decom- 194

pose it into a series of simpler intermediate ques- 195

tions and answers to formulate a simulated conver- 196

sation in English. 1 As opposed to datasets such 197

as Wizard of Wikipedia (Dinan et al., 2018) that 198

are more open-ended, our annotators have a spe- 199

cific goal in mind: to answer an original complex 200

question. By utilizing a single annotator to repre- 201

sent both sides, we keep the flow of the dialogue 202

consistent and natural as it converges to the final an- 203

swer. The usage of two annotators for our specific 204

task comes with the risk of having one user diverge 205

and reduce the chance of reaching the correct final 206

1https://confident-jennings-6a2f67.
netlify.app/plaid_interfaces/examples/
1a_example_1.html
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answer.207

We refer to the multihop question from OTT-QA208

as the “ultimate question”. Turkers are instructed209

as follows: “In this task, you will engage in a dia-210

logue with yourself. You will act as two characters:211

the seeker and the expert. At the top of the page,212

you are given the Ultimate Question. The seeker213

wants to know the answer to the ultimate question.214

However, directly asking this ultimate question is215

too complex. Thus, the seeker needs to decom-216

pose (break down) this complex question into a217

sequence of simple questions, which the expert218

will answer using a database.” To further empha-219

size the naturalness of the dataset, Turkers were220

encouraged to ask questions that required under-221

standing the conversation history context, such as222

through co-referencing. For example, Turkers used223

proper nouns with pronouns and indirect references224

such that they logically refer to their antecedents.225

An example conversation is demonstrated in Figure226

1 and an overview of the dataset collection process227

is shown in Figure 2.228

3.2 Task Definitions229

A conversation is composed of a sequence of turns.230

Each conversation consists of a minimum of 4 turns231

and a maximum of 6 turns. This limitation is speci-232

fied to ensure that Turkers are thoroughly decom-233

posing each complex question and the conversa-234

tions do not go off on tangents. Each turn T acts as235

a piece of the decomposition of the ultimate ques-236

tion. The i-th turn Ti consists of a natural language237

question Qi, a natural language answer Ai, a ref-238

erence Ri from an English Wikipedia page, and239

an available reference pool set RP i. The Turker240

provides Qi, Ai, and selects a particular Ri from241

the set RPi. Ri can be considered the evidence242

required to generate Ai given the question Qi. The243

reference pool RPi contains different types of ref-244

erences including the (linked) paragraph, a (whole)245

table, a single inner table row, multiple inner table246

rows, or a single cell.247

We differentiate between multiple rows and the248

whole table in order to obtain a more specific249

source for the information. For example, the ques-250

tion "Do you have a list of Steve’s accomplish-251

ments?" requires a Table response as the answer252

contains a summary of the table. On the other hand,253

the question "Did he ever compete in the Grand254

Prix event type?" requires a selection of specific255

rows of some table. In order to enforce the natural-256

Dataset Statistics
# Train Dialogues 4359
# Development Dialogues 242
# Test Dialogues 243
# Turns (QA pairs) 21070
Avg Turns per Dialogue 4.34
# Wikipedia Pages 2919
Avg # words per question 10
Avg # words per answer 12.9
# Table selections 4975
# Row selections 6769
# Cell selections 1830
# (Linked) paragraph selections 3337
# Intro selections 7131
# Unique decompositions 267

Table 2: HYBRIDIALOGUE dataset statistics.

ness and moderate the difficulty of questions, we 257

restricted RP i based on RPi−1 and Ri−1. In other 258

words, the type of questions that the Turker could 259

ask were restricted to the references enabled from 260

previous selections. In the Turker interface, RP0 261

is restricted to the intro paragraph and any whole 262

table references in a provided starting page. 263

3.3 Validation 264

To ensure high-quality samples, we conducted var- 265

ious filtering steps. Rejections were made due to 266

the Turker not following the instructions at all or 267

having poor-quality conversations. For example, 268

if the Turker purposefully copy and pasted unre- 269

lated paragraphs of texts, repeated the same ques- 270

tions multiple times, used unrelated references, or 271

utilized a single reference throughout the entire 272

conversation, we automatically rejected it. Turk- 273

ers were paid an average of $1.1 per conversation. 274

Completing a conversation took the worker an aver- 275

age of 5 minutes, which translates to an average of 276

$13.2 per hour. In some cases, we gave bonuses to 277

Turkers who consistently submitted high-quality re- 278

sults. After final verification of the accepted HITs, 279

we obtained a final dataset consisting of 4,844 con- 280

versations. The statistics of the dataset are shown 281

in Table 2. 282

We conducted additional filtering to further en- 283

hance the dataset quality. Utilizing gold answers 284

obtained from the source OTT-QA dataset, we 285

checked if the final answer appeared as a sub- 286

string in Turker’s conversation. If it did, we auto- 287

approved the conversation. For the remaining ques- 288
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Figure 3: Overview of the state-tracking experiment. For each question in a conversation turn, there is a correct
reference and corresponding state (e.g., row, linked paragraph) to select when answering the question.

tions, we manually reviewed them. We approved289

conversations that had the correct answer but in a290

different format (e.g., September 1, 2021, instead291

of 9/1/21). In some cases, Turkers provided their292

own decomposition or their own ultimate question293

and decomposition, so they did not obtain the fi-294

nal answer provided by OTT-QA. In these cases, if295

the conversation was both accurate and had good296

quality, we accepted it.297

4 Tasks and Baseline Models298

We outline three different tasks in the following299

sections: retrieval, system state tracking, and dia-300

logue generation. Together, these tasks formulate a301

pipeline dialogue system grounded on both struc-302

tured and unstructured knowledge from tables and303

text. The first step of the system is to retrieve the304

correct Wikipedia reference given the first ques-305

tion in the dialogue. As the conversation continues,306

the system must be able to track the state of the307

conversation in order to obtain the correct infor-308

mation from the Wikipedia reference for the user.309

Finally, the system will need to generate a natural310

conversational response to communicate with the311

user at each turn. Thus, following each of these312

tasks in order simulates the pipeline system with313

our dataset. We describe each of these tasks and314

their respective models in detail below.315

4.1 Retrieval316

The retrieval experiment is run for each T0 of each317

conversation. Given the first question of the con-318

versation Q0, the model must predict the correct319

reference R0. First questions discuss information320

that is either in a table or an intro paragraph; so321

Figure 4: Table, row, cell, and paragraph flattening for
input to the SentenceBERT and DialoGPT models.

the candidate space contains all intro paragraphs 322

and tables in the dataset. The purpose of the re- 323

trieval experiment is to get a baseline of how well 324

we are able to predict the table or page the subse- 325

quent conversation will be based upon, given the 326

first query. The references that are utilized in the 327

subsequent conversation are on the same page as 328

the selected intro paragraph or table. For our base- 329

line, we run the Okapi BM25 retriever (Brown, 330

2020) on the training set and candidates. BM25 331

is a standard document retrieval model that uses 332

keyword-matching techniques to rank documents. 333

4.2 System State Tracking 334

Previous work in dialogue systems focuses on the 335

task of belief state tracking, which aims to deter- 336

mine the user’s goal or the current state of the con- 337

versation at each turn in the dialogue (Mrkšić et al., 338

2017; Ren et al., 2018). Inspired by work in be- 339

lief state tracking, we propose the task of system 340

state tracking in an information-seeking dialogue 341
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Figure 5: System state tracking with the TaPas model.
Single rows and multiple rows are mapped to single cells
and linked paragraphs are mapped to their respective
cells in the original table in order to adapt to TaPas.

system. The task is framed similarly to belief state342

tracking, where a model attempts to classify the343

current state in the conversation at each turn. How-344

ever, the “state” in our proposed task is modeled as345

a reference location from the current reference pool.346

As such, the task is formulated as using the infor-347

mation from the existing conversation and current348

question to determine the state of the conversation349

and choose which reference to utilize to create an350

answer. The reference types considered in this ex-351

periment are single cell, linked paragraph, inner352

table row, and multiple inner table rows. The im-353

plementation of system state tracking increases the354

interpretability and explainability of the system by355

determining the understanding of the user’s ques-356

tion and discovering the point in the conversation357

in which the model is incorrectly interpreting the358

user’s question. This, in turn, can help us under-359

stand the types of errors the model is prone to and360

allow us to work towards increasing the robustness361

of the model regarding these errors.362

The system state tracking process is visualized in363

Figure 3. We perform system state tracking for all364

turns in each dialogue except the first turn. Given365

the history of the conversation Hi, we predict the366

correct reference Ri. Hi consists of turns T1...Ti−1,367

the current query Qi, and the candidate references368

RPi. Thus, the goal is to determine the correct ref-369

erence Ri at the specific turn in the dialogue, given370

the dialogue history. We utilize SentenceBERT371

(Reimers and Gurevych, 2019a) and TaPas (Herzig372

et al., 2020) as baselines for the experiment.373

SentenceBERT We utilize the sentence trans-374

former and the triplet-loss configuration as de-375

Model MRR@10 MAP

SentenceBERT 0.626 0.625
TaPas (Pre-processed) 0.455 0.427
TaPas (All) 0.689 0.634

Table 3: The results of the system state tracking experi-
ments with the SentenceBERT and TaPas models.

scribed in equation 1. We minimize the difference 376

between the correct candidate Ri and context Hi 377

while maximizing the difference between every in- 378

correct candidate W and Hi. We create samples 379

for each W ∈ RP i where W ̸= Ri. (RPi is the 380

reference pool). k is some fixed margin. 381

loss = max(||Hi−Ri||−||Hi−W ||+k, 0) (1) 382

To allow SentenceBERT to process the data, we 383

flatten the references and prepend a special token 384

to provide information about the type of candidate 385

it is. This process is visualized in Figure 4. 386

TaPas We additionally utilize the TaPas model 387

for system state tracking. TaPas is a BERT-based 388

question-answering model for tabular data. We use 389

the TaPas model that has been fine-tuned on the 390

SQA dataset, which enables sequential question- 391

answering in a conversational nature. As the model 392

performs only cell selection, we adapt TaPas to- 393

wards this setting. We do not need to pre-process 394

the data differently for cell selection as TaPas al- 395

ready performs the cell selection task. We place 396

linked paragraphs in their respective cells within a 397

table to accommodate cell selection in this setting. 398

For row and multi-row selection, we pre-process 399

the data by choosing one cell from the row as the 400

correct answer. This is done by finding the cell 401

with the highest text similarity to the ground truth 402

answer at that turn. Therefore, each row will have a 403

single cell associated with it during fine-tuning. We 404

visualize the state tracking experiment with TaPas 405

in Figure 5. For our experiments, we fine-tuned the 406

TaPas model with our pre-processed training set. 407

4.3 Dialogue Generation 408

We conduct experiments on dialogue response gen- 409

eration to look into the dataset’s expressivity for 410

real-world dialogue scenarios. We fine-tuned a pre- 411

trained DialoGPT model (Zhang et al., 2020) by 412

minimizing the negative log-likelihood with two 413

input settings. Qi, Ai, and Ri are defined as the 414
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Reference MRR@10 MAP Count

Cell 0.384 0.395 108
Paragraph 0.599 0.606 124
Row 0.782 0.786 338
Multi-row 0.881 0.292 66

Table 4: System state tracking results split by reference
type for the TaPas All model.

question, answer, and reference at the i-th turn, re-415

spectively. First, we only take the dialogue history416

as the input without knowledge content and pre-417

dict the following natural language response. The418

format (DialoGPT-noR) is described as:419

{Q1, A1, ..., Qi, Ai, Qi+1} 7→ Ai+1 (2)420

Second, we flatten the references and concatenate421

the dialogue history as the input and predict the fol-422

lowing natural language response. The references423

are flattened in the process seen in Figure 4. The424

format (DialoGPT) is:425

{R1, Q1, A1, ..., Ri+1, Qi+1} 7→ Ai+1 (3)426

The two settings enable us to validate how much427

information the references provide for response428

construction.429

5 Experiments430

5.1 Retrieval431

As retrieval is the first step in the information-432

seeking dialogue pipeline, we need to ensure that433

information from the correct Wikipedia page is434

retrieved to determine whether the first question435

and any following questions will be answerable.436

We evaluate our retrieval model with MRR@1437

(Mean Reciprocal Rank @1). Our results show438

that the model achieves an MRR@1 score of 0.37439

(1619/4359) for retrieving the correct candidate.440

5.2 System State Tracking441

Evaluation To evaluate the SentenceBERT and442

TaPas predictions, we calculate MRR@10 (Mean443

Reciprocal Rank @10) and MAP (Mean Average444

Precision). Each model produces scores for the445

candidate references for a question. These scores446

are sorted into a ranked list, and the correct refer-447

ences are identified in this list. We then calculate448

MRR and MAP values with respect to the ranking449

of the correct reference in the ranked list.450

Method SacreBLEU BERTscore

DialoGPT-noR 14.72 0.8875
DialoGPT 21.63 0.8901

Table 5: The results of dialogue generation experiments
on HYBRIDIALOGUE dataset.

We evaluate the TaPas model in two settings. 451

In the first (Pre-processed), we only consider pre- 452

processed ground truth selected cells as correct for 453

row and multi-row states. In the second setting 454

(All), we consider the highest-ranking cell from the 455

ground truth row correct during test time. While 456

both settings consider only a single cell within a 457

row as correct for row and multi-row states, the first 458

is limited to the pre-processed cell, while the sec- 459

ond simulates a more realistic setting by allowing 460

any cell within the row to be correct. 461

Results The results of our experiments with 462

TaPas and SentenceBERT are shown in Table 3. 463

Our results show that the first and more limited 464

setting of TaPas (Pre-processed) drastically under- 465

performs compared to SentenceBERT. Meanwhile, 466

the second setting (All) is more comparable to Sen- 467

tenceBERT. This can be due to the fact that during 468

row selection, more information is needed to an- 469

swer the question than simply one cell in the row. 470

The flexibility of the All setting eliminates this 471

issue and still allows a single cell to be correct. 472

We further analyze the results of TaPas in the 473

All setting by breaking down the MRR and MAP 474

scores based on the four reference types: cell, 475

linked paragraph, row, and multi-row. These re- 476

sults are shown in Table 4, along with the number 477

of samples for each reference type in the test set. 478

We find that TaPas achieves the best overall results 479

for row states, which also comprise the largest frac- 480

tion of samples. Meanwhile, multi-row achieves a 481

high MRR score but a low MAP score, indicating 482

that TaPas ranks some of the correct row candi- 483

dates very low. Cell and linked paragraph states are 484

limited to a single cell within the table, but linked 485

paragraph samples achieve noticeably better results. 486

This is likely because the paragraph text will con- 487

tain more information than a cell’s text, making it 488

easier to determine the correct reference. 489

5.3 Dialogue Generation 490

We adopted SacreBLEU (Post, 2018) and 491

BERTscore (Zhang et al., 2019) as the automatic 492
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Error Type Input Output

Incoherent [TABLE] Best-selling physical singles – 7–7.9 mil-
lion copies ; [QUERY] Can you give me a list ...
[PARAGRAPH] .... Known for her emotive mezzo-
soprano voice, Morissette began her career in Canada
. . . ; [QUERY] What is the vocal range of this singer?

DialoGPT: Alanis Nadine Morissette is
a Canadian-American singer, songwriter,
and actress.
GT: Alanis Morissette has a vocal range
of mezzo-soprano.

Non-fluent [ROW] Year is 1985 ; Song is La det swinge ; Artist is
Bobbysocks ; Position is 1st ; Points is 123... [QUERY]
Do you know what song they performed to win?

DialoGPT: Yes, they performed to win
the song La det swinge.
GT: Yeah, they did La det swinge.

Unfaithful [PARAGRAPH] Immigration to Spain...in 2005 alone,
the immigrant population of Spain increased by 700,000
people.; [QUERY] when did the immigrant population
of spain increase by 700,000 people?

DialoGPT: The immigrant population
increased by 700,000 in 1998.
GT: the immigrant population increased
by that number in 2005

Table 6: The error types observed in dialogue generation on HYBRIDIALOGUE. (GT: ground truth)

evaluation metrics. As shown in Table 5, concate-493

nating references can consistently improve both494

metrics and the collected references are necessary495

for generating dialogue. It can be seen that dif-496

ferences are more noticeable for SacreBLEU as497

opposed to BERTscore. This is due to the naturally498

similar outputs of BERTscore, where the ranking499

of the scores is a more reliable view of the metric.500

We conduct further error analysis and find three501

main types of errors as listed in Table 6: inco-502

herent, non-fluent, and unfaithful. As shown in503

Table 6, the generated response “Alanis Nadine504

Morissette is a Canadian-American singer, song-505

writer, and actress.” is not an appropriate response506

to the question. In this case, the generated response507

is incoherent based on the dialogue. Sometimes508

the response has the correct information, but it is509

not a fluent sentence. One example is the generated510

statement “Yes, they performed to win the song511

La det swinge”. The final primary error type is512

that the generated response may be unfaithful to513

the perceived knowledge. For example, given a514

paragraph mentioning several years and events in515

history, the generated response mentions “1998”,516

while the answer should be “2005”.517

5.4 Human Evaluation518

In addition, we conduct a human evaluation. We519

randomly sample 200 test samples containing previ-520

ous conversation histories, human-written answers,521

and machine-generated answers from DialoGPT.522

For each sample, we have two Turkers provide523

ratings. We ask the Turker to evaluate the machine-524

generated response on three criteria: coherence,525

fluency, and informativeness from a scale of 1 to526

5. Coherence measures how well the response is527

connected to the question and prior conversation528

Method C F I

DialoGPT-noR 3.88 3.98 3.13
DialoGPT 3.59 3.68 3.49

Table 7: The results of human evaluation on dialogue
generation model outputs. C = Coherence, F = Fluency,
I = Informativeness.

history. Fluency measures the use of proper En- 529

glish. Informativeness measures how accurate the 530

machine-generated response is against the human- 531

provided ground truth response. We provide the av- 532

erage ratings for each model in Table 7. The model 533

that utilizes the state tracking references achieves a 534

better "informativeness" rating as it is able to uti- 535

lize the extra information to provide a more correct 536

response. It is notable however that the model with 537

no references achieves better coherence and fluency 538

scores. Thus, the human evaluation demonstrates 539

the importance and challenge for models to provide 540

both an accurate and articulate response. 541

6 Conclusion 542

In this paper, we presented a novel dataset, HY- 543

BRIDIALOGUE, for information-seeking dialogue 544

where knowledge is grounded in both tables and 545

text. While previous work has combined table and 546

text modality in the question-answering space, this 547

has not been utilized in the dialogue setting. Our 548

results in the various tasks demonstrate that there 549

is still significant room for improvement and illus- 550

trate the need to build models that can adapt well to 551

this hybrid format. In addition to the baseline tasks, 552

future research can utilize HYBRIDIALOGUE to ex- 553

plore automatic multihop question decomposition. 554
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Ethical Considerations555

While the dialogues in our dataset are grounded556

on both structured and unstructured data, they are557

limited to tables and text and do not cover other558

forms such as knowledge graphs. Additionally, the559

conversations are limited to discussions on single560

Wikipedia pages. We believe future research can561

expand on this for the creation of more open-ended562

information-seeking dialogues.563

Wikipedia has extensive measures of risks and564

employs staff and volunteer editors to make sure565

Wikipedia articles meet the requirement and quality566

of the Wikimedia Foundation. Our data is based567

on Wikipedia pages, and we contain our dialogues568

to Wikipedia knowledge. We carefully validate the569

dataset collection process, and the quality of our570

data is carefully controlled.571

The HybriDialogue dataset was built from the572

OTT-QA dataset, which is under MIT license. The573

authors of the OTT-QA dataset paper have allowed574

us to utilize the dataset within our use case.575

For the dataset collection task, we required Turk-576

ers to have a HIT Approval Rate of greater than577

96% and be located in AU, CA, IE, NZ, GB, or578

the US. We also required workers to have had 500579

HITs approved previously. Workers were shown an580

interface containing text input fields and navigation581

tools. Turkers were also given an instruction page582

containing a video demo and a completed example.583

The time to complete the task is around 5 minutes,584

and Turkers were paid $1.1 per conversation, which585

translates to an hourly wage of $13.2 per hour. For586

the human evaluation task, Turkers were paid $0.1587

per task with an estimated time of less than 30 sec-588

onds per task. The dataset collection protocol was589

approved by the IRB. We follow the user agree-590

ment on Mechanical Turk for our dataset creation,591

which gives us explicit consent to receive users’592

service in the form of data annotation in return for593

monetary compensation. Given our settings, the594

Turkers understand that their data will be utilized595

in machine learning research.596

We will be providing open access to our dataset597

for use in future research. This includes the sam-598

ples of dialogues written by Mechanical Turk work-599

ers, the references that each dialogue turn is asso-600

ciated with, and the Wikipedia pages in which the601

references are located. The dataset will be open-602

sourced under the MIT License.603
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A Appendix 854

A.1 Conversation Decompositions 855

We counted the number and frequency of unique 856

decompositions in our dataset, which is the selected 857

reference sequence in a conversation. The most 858

frequent decompositions are shown in Table 8. 859

Decomposition Count
I → T → R → P 1419
I → T → R → C 733
I → T → R → R 290
I → T → R → C → P 218
T → R → R → P → P 136
T → R → P → P 116
T → R → C → P 116

Table 8: Top 7 most frequent decompositions. A decom-
position is defined to be the sequence of references in a
given conversation. I = Intro, T = Table. R = Row, P =
Linked Paragraph, C = Cell

A.2 Experimental Details 860

We utilized paraphrase-distilroberta-base-v1 model 861

with 82 million parameters provided by the SBERT 862

library (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019b) for the 863

SentenceBERT system state tracking experiment. 864
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The TaPas model is built on the BERT model (De-865

vlin et al., 2019). We utilize the TaPas-base866

model, which correlates to the BERT-base model867

that contains 110 million parameters. For sys-868

tem state tracking evaluation, we utilize aver-869

age_precision_score from sklearn (Pedregosa et al.,870

2011). For retrieval experiments, we utilized the871

BM25Okapi algorithm from the Rank-BM25 li-872

brary (Brown, 2020). Our experiments on dialogue873

generation utilize DialoGPT-small in the Hugging-874

face transformers library (Wolf et al., 2020), which875

contains 124 million parameters.876
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